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Abstra t
There are several intera ting spin systems whi h have a gap in their
spin ex itation spe trum. The gap does not o ur due to anisotropies
present in the system but is quantum me hani al in origin. We give
a brief overview on the dierent types of spin gap (SG) antiferromagnets, the models proposed to des ribe their physi al properties
and experimental realizations of su h systems. Our spe ial fo us is on
exa tly-solvable models and rigorous theories whi h provide the orre t
physi al pi ture for the novel phenomena exhibited by SG systems.
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The last de ade has witnessed an unpre edented resear h a tivity on
undoped and doped quantum antiferromagnets (AFMs) in low dimensions.
Several new materials exhibiting a variety of novel phenomena have been
dis overed. The experimental eort is losely linked with theoreti al ideas.
The eld of low-dimensional quantum magnetism provides a fertile ground
for rigorous theory. Powerful te hniques like the Bethe Ansatz (BA)1 and
bosonization are available to study ground and ex ited state properties. Models of intera ting spin systems are known for whi h the ground state and in
some ases the low-lying ex itation spe trum are known exa tly. Theorems,
furthermore, oer important insight on the nature of ground and ex ited
states. The knowledge gained provides the impetus to look for real materials
so that experimental onrmation of theoreti al predi tions an be made. In
this review, we dis uss a spe ial lass of low-dimensional AFMs, the so- alled
spin gap (SG) systems, to illustrate the ri h interplay between theory and
experiments. The review is not meant to be exhaustive but fo uses on some
broad lasses of phenomena exhibited by SG systems.
The SG AFMs are hara terised by a gap in the spin ex itation spe trum. The magnitude of the gap, , is measured as the dieren e between
the energies of the lowest ex ited state and the ground state. The ex itation
spe trum of an AFM is said to be gapless if = 0: In general, a gap appears in the spin ex itation spe trum if some kind of anisotropy is present
in the system. In SG AFMs, however, the gap is purely quantum me hanial in origin and annot be as ribed to any anisotropy. The basi spin-spin
intera tions in AFMs are des ribed by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
X
H =

JijSi:Sj

(1)

< ij>

where Si is the spin operator lo ated at the latti e site i and Jij denotes
the strength of the ex hange intera tion. Real magneti materials are threedimensional (3d) but behave ee tively as low-dimensional systems if the
dominant ex hange intera tions are intra- hain (1d) or intra-planar (2d).
For most materials, the ex hange intera tion is onned to only the nearestneighbour (n.n.) spins on the latti e. Also, Jij's have the same magnitude
J for all the n.n. intera tions. There are, however, spin systems in whi h
further-neighbour intera tions annot be ignored and the ex hange intera tion strengths are inhomogeneous in hara ter. In the next se tion, we dis uss
some possible origins of SG, the models proposed to des ribe su h systems
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and experimental eviden e for the dierent me hanisms of SG.

Origins of Spin Gap

SG AFMs have spin-disordered ground states, i.e., the spin-spin orrelations
in the ground state are short-ranged. The ground states, in the absen e of
long range magneti order, an broadly be des ribed as quantum spin liquids
(QSLs). The spin liquids are distin t from simple paramagnets, in ertain
ases one an dene novel order parameters whi h have non-zero expe tation
values in the QSL states. Formation of su h states is favoured by quantum
u tuations the ee t of whi h is prominent in low dimensions and for low
values of the spin. In experiments, the presen e of the gap is onrmed
through measurement of quantities like the sus eptibility, ; whi h goes to
zero exponentially at low T as
exp kB T . Some well-known examples
of SG AFMs are: spin-Peierls (SP) systems, AFM ompounds onsisting of
weakly- oupled spin dimers, frustrated spin systems, spin ladders and Haldane gap (HG) AFMs. The SP ompounds are histori ally the rst examples of magneti systems exhibiting a SG. The SP transition was originally
observed in some organi ompounds. In 1993, Hase et al.2 obtained the
rst experimental eviden e of the SP transition in an inorgani ompound,
C uG eO 3: The SP transition generally o urs in quasi-one dimensional (1d)
AFM spin systems with half-odd integer spins and is brought about by spinphonon oupling. Below the SP transition temperature TS P , a periodi deformation of the latti e sets in su h that the distan es between neighbouring
spins are no longer uniform but alternate in magnitude. This results in an
alternation, J(1+ )and J(1
);in the strengths of the n.n. ex hange intera tion strengths. The ground state is dimerized in whi h singlet spin pairs
o upy the links with enhan ed ex hange ouplings. The SP ground state is
spin disordered and a nite energy gap exists in the S = 1 spin ex itation
spe trum.
Some AFM ompounds an be des ribed as rystalline networks of spin
dimers. Well-known examples of su h systems are the ompounds A C uC l3
( A = K ;T l ) in whi h a spin dimer arises from two antiferromagneti ally
oupled C u2+ ions3;4. The dimer ground state is a spin singlet with total spin
S = 0: The ex ited triplet state with total spin S = 1 is separated from
the ground state by an energy gap. The ex itation reated on a parti ular
dimer propagates through the network of dimers due to the weak inter-dimer
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ex hange oupling.

Frustrated spin systems

Quantum u tuations in a spin system are enhan ed due to the presen e
of frustration in the system. Frustration implies a oni t in minimising
the ex hange intera tion energies asso iated with dierent spin pairs. Su h
oni ts arise mainly due to latti e topology and the presen e of ompeting
further-neighbour intera tions5. AFM systems with an odd number of bonds
in the unit ell of the underlying latti e are frustrated spin systems. Examples
in lude the triangular, kagomé, pyro hlore and FCC latti es. Consider three
Ising spins lo ated at the verti es of a triangular plaquette and intera ting
antiferromagneti ally with ea h other. The energy of an intera ting spin pair
is minimised when the spins are antiparallel. The three intera ting spin pairs
annot, however, be simultaneously made antiparallel so that one pair is in
the parallel spin onguraton in the lowest energy state. Su h oni ts are
absent when the elementary plaquette of the latti e ontains an even number
of bonds as in the ase of the square latti e. Determination of the ground
state of the AFM Heisenberg ex hange intera tion Hamiltonian (eq.(1)) on
various latti es poses a formidable theoreti al problem. The task be omes
simpler if the spins are treated as lassi al ve tors, i.e., the magnitude of
spins S ! 1 :The energy of a triangle of spins is given by
Et =

J
(S1 + S2 + S3)2
2

(S12 + S22 + S32)

(2)

The ground state, i.e., the minimal energy spin ongurations are obtained
for Stot = S1 + S2 + S3 = 0:In the ase of the full triangular latti e, the lassial ground state has a three-sublatti e order with ea h elementary plaquette
of spins satisfying the onstraint Stot = 0:In the ase of the kagomé latti e,
whi h is onstru ted out of triangular plaquettes, the lassi al ground state
is innitely degenerate6. In the rst ase, quantum u tuations do not fully
destroy the order in the ground state but redu e the sublatti e magnetization signi antly from its lassi al value. Re ent al ulations show that the
S = 12 Heisenberg AFM (HAFM) Hamiltonian on the triangular latti e has
long range order (LRO) in the ground state7;8. A rigorous proof of the existen e of LRO is, however, still missing. Experimental realizations of the triangular latti e HAFM in lude V C l2;V B r2;C 6E u;N aN iO 2 et 9. In the ase
when the lassi al ground state is highly degenerate, i.e., spin-disordered,
thermal/quantum u tuations may sele t a subset of states as ground states
leading to new forms of spin order. This is the phenomenon of `order from
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disorder'10. Another possibility is the opening up of a gap in the spin ex itation spe trum. The S = 12 HAFM on the kagomé latti e appears to be a SG
system with a singlet-triplet gap in the spin ex itation spe trum. An interesting feature of the SG system is the existen e of a large number of singlet
ex itations in the gap, the number of whi h is proportional to (1:15)N ;where
N is the number of sites in the latti e11;12. The temperature dependen e of
the sus eptibility is not ae ted by the presen e of singlet ex itations but the
spe i heat possibly has a power-law dependen e, C v _ T ;due to ontributions from the singlets. An experimental realization of a S = 21 HAFM on
the kagomé latti e is yet to be obtained. The ompound SrC r9G a12O 195 is
an example of a kagomé-latti e AFM with S = 32 :The dominant ontribution
to the low temperature spe i heat of this ompound appears to ome from
the singlet states.
The S = 12 J1 J2 model in 1d, des ribing the Majumdar-Ghosh (MG)
hain13;is the rst example of a frustrated quantum spin model with furtherneighbour intera tions for whi h the ground state an be determined exa tly.
The Hamiltonian with periodi boundary onditions (PBC) is given by
XN
HM

G

= J1

XN
Si:Si+ 1 + J2

i= 1

Si:Si+ 2

(3)

i= 1

where J1 and J2 are the n.n. and next-nearest-neighbour (n.n.n.) ex hange
intera tion strengths. The exa tly-solvable MG point orresponds to JJ21 = 21 :
The exa t ground state is doubly degenerate and the ground states are
1

[12][34][56]::::::[N

1N ];2

[23][45][67]::::::[N 1]

(4)

(l) (m ));
where [lm ] denotes a singlet spin onguration, p12 ( (l) (m )
for spins lo ated at the latti e sites land m . The up and down spin states are
denoted as and . A singlet state is also known as a valen e bond (VB).
The ex itations in the model an be des ribed in terms of s attering spin- 12
defe ts a ting as domain walls between the two exa t ground states14: The
s attering states form a ontinuum, the lowest bran h of whi h is separated
from the ground state by a gap. The MG hain is thus a SG AFM. The
SG phase survives for = JJ12 greater than a riti al value cr ’ 0:2411:For
0 < < cr;a gapless phase is obtained. If the n.n. ex hange intera tions are
alternating in strength, as in a SP system, the ground state is nondegenerate
with the VBs forming along the stronger bonds. The MG Hamiltonian has
been used to study the properties of the SP ompound C uG eO 3: A large
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number of studies has been arried out on the frustrated J1 J2 and J1
J2 J3 models in 2d where J2 denotes the strength of the diagonal ex hange
ouplings and J3 that of n.n.n. intera tions in the horizontal and verti al
dire tions. The most general model studied so far is the J1 J2 J3 J4
J5 model15:J4 and J5 are the strengths of the knight's-move-distan e-away
and further-neighbour diagonal ex hange intera tions respe tively (Figure 1).
The four olumnar dimer (CD) states (Figure 2) are the exa t eigenstates of
the J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 Hamiltonian for the ratio of intera tion strengths
1 1 1
J1 :J2 :J3 :J4 :J5 = 1 :1 : : :
2 2 4

(5)

Ea h dotted line in Figure 2 represents a VB, i.e., a singlet spin onguration. There is no rigorous proof as yet that the CD states are the exa t
ground states though approximate theories tend to support the onje ture16:
One an, however, prove that any one of the CD states is the exa t ground
state when the dimer bonds are of strength 7J and the rest of the ex hange
intera tions are of strengths as spe ied in eq. (5). The ex itation spe trum
of the model is separated from the ground state by a gap.
The Shastry-Sutherland (SS) model17 is an example of a frustrated SG
AFM in 2d. Figure 3 shows the latti e on whi h the model is dened. The
n.n. and diagonal ex hange intera tions are of strengths J1 and J2 respe tively. For JJ12 less than a riti al value ’ 0.7, the exa t ground state onsists
of singlets along the diagonals. At the riti al point, the ground state hanges
from the gapped disordered state to an antiferromagneti ally ordered gapless state. The AFM ompound SrC u2(B O 3)2 is an experimental realization
of the SS model18: Triplet ex itations in the model are found to be almost
lo alized. A single triplet ex itation an propagate in the SS latti e only at
the sixth order perturbation in JJ12 :

Spin ladders

Spin ladders onstitute one of the most well-known examples of SG AGMs.
The simplest ladder model onsists of two hains oupled by rungs (Figure
4). In general, the ladder may onsist of n hains. In the spin ladder model,
ea h site of the ladder is o upied by a spin (usually of magnitude 12 ) and
the spins intera t via the HAFM ex hange intera tion Hamiltonian (eq. (1)).
The n.n. intra- hain and rung ex hange intera tions are of strengths J and
JR respe tively. When JR = 0;one obtains two de oupled AFM spin hains
for whi h the ex itation spe trum is known to be gapless. For all JJR > 0;a
gap opens up in the spin ex itation spe trum19:The result is easy to under-
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stand in the simple limit in whi h the ex hange oupling JR along the rungs
is mu h stronger than the oupling along the hains. The intra- hain oupling in this ase may be treated as a perturbation. When J = 0;the exa t
ground state onsists of singlets along the rungs. The ground state energy
is 3JR4 N , where N is the number of rungs in the ladder. The ground state
has total spin S = 0: In rst order perturbation theory, the orre tion to
the ground state energy is zero. An S = 1 ex itation may be reated in the
ladder by promoting one of the rung singlets to the S = 1 triplet state. The
weak oupling along the hains gives rise to a propagating S = 1 magnon.
In rst order perturbation theory, the dispersion relation is
!(k)= JR + Jcosk

(6)

where k is the momentum wave ve tor. The SG is given by
= !( )’ JR

J

(7)

The two-spin orrelations de ay exponentially along the hains showing that
the ground state is a QSL. The family of ompounds Srn 1C un+ 1O 2n onsists
of planes of weakly- oupled ladders of (n+2 1) hains20:For n = 3 and 5;one gets
the two- hain and three- hain ladder ompounds SrC u2O 3 and Sr2C u3O 5
respe tively. The rst ompound is a SG AFM while the se ond ompound
has properties similar to those of the HAFM Hamiltonian in 1d, whi h has
a gapless ex itation spe trum. The experimental eviden e is onsistent with
the theoreti al predi tion that in an n- hain ladder, the ex itation spe trum
is gapped (gapless) when n is even (odd)19:Bose and Gayen21 have studied
a two- hain ladder model with frustrating diagonal ouplings. The intrahain and diagonal ouplings are of equal strength J. For JR
2J;the exa t
ground state onsists of singlets along the rungs with the energy E g = 3JR4 N :
An ex itation an be reated by repla ing one of the singlets by a triplet.
The triplet ex itation is lo alised and separated by an energy gap from the
ground state. Xian22 later pointed out that as long as JJR > JJR c ’ 1:401;
the rung dimer state is the exa t ground state.
Ladders provide a bridge between 1d and 2d many body systems and are
ideally suited to study how the ele troni and magneti properties hange as
one goes from a single hain to the square latti e limit. The signi ant interest in 2d many body systems is due to the un onventional properties of the
C uO 2 panes in doped uprate systems. The latter exhibit high temperature
super ondu tivity in appropriate ranges of dopant on entration. Many of
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the unusual properties of the uprate systems arise due to strong orrelation
ee ts. Ladders are simpler systems in whi h some of the issues related to
strong orrelation an be addressed in a rigorous manner. Doped ladder models are toy models of strongly orrelated systems. In these systems, strong
Coulomb orrelations prohibit the double o upan y of a site by two ele trons, one with spin up and the other with spin down. In a doped spin system,
two pro esses are in ompetition: hole delo alization and ex hange energy
minimization. The latter is minimised in the antiferromagneti ally ordered
Néel-type of state. A hole moving in su h a ba kground gives rise to parallel
spin pairs whi h raise the ex hange intera tion energy of the system. The
questions of interest are: whether a oherent motion of the holes is possible,
whether two holes an form a bound state and super ondu ting (SC) pairing
orrelations develop et . These issues are of signi ant relevan e in the ontext of doped uprate systems in whi h harge transport o urs through the
motion of holes. In the SC phase, the holes form bound pairs with possibly
d wave symmetry. Several proposals have been made so far on the origins
of hole binding but the a tual binding me hanism is still ontroversial23:The
doped uprate systems exist in a `pseudogap' phase before entering the SC
phase. In fa t, some of the uprate systems also exhibit a SG. The two- hain
AFM ladder systems are SG systems and it is of interest to study how the
gap evolves on doping. The possibility of binding of hole pairs in a two- hain
ladder system was rst pointed out by Dagotto et al.24: In this ase, the
binding me hanism an be understood in a simple physi al pi ture. Again,
onsider the ase JR
J;i.e., a ladder with dominant ex hange intera tions
along the rungs. In the ground state, the rungs are mostly in singlet spin
ongurations. On the introdu tion of a single hole, a singlet spin pair is
broken and the orresponding ex hange intera tion energy is lost. When two
holes are present, they prefer to be on the same rung to minimise the loss in
the ex hange intera tion energy. The holes thus form a bound pair. In the
more general ase, detailed energy onsiderations show that the two holes
tend to be lose to ea h other ee tively forming a bound pair. For more
than two holes, several al ulations suggest that onsiderable SC pairing orrelations develop in the system. The super ondu ting state an be a hieved
only in the bulk limit. Theoreti al predi tions motivated the sear h for ladder ompounds whi h an be doped wth holes. Mu h ex itement was reated
in 1996 when the doped ladder ompound Sr14 x C ax C u24O 41 was found to
be ome SC under pressure at x = 13:625: The transition temperature Tc is
12K at a pressure of 3G P a:As in the ase of uprate systems, bound pairs
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of holes are responsible for harge transport in the SC phase. Experimental results on doped ladder ompounds point out strong analogies between
the doped ladder and uprate systems26:Bose and Gayen21;27;28 have derived
exa t, analyti al results for the ground state energy and the low-lying exitation spe trum of the frustrated t J ladder model doped with one and
two holes. The undoped frustrated ladder model has already been des ribed.
The t J Hamiltonian des ribing the ladder is given by
X
Ht

J

X
tij e
c+i e
cj + H :C : +

=

JijSi:Sj

(8)

ij

hi;ji;

The e
c+i and e
ci are the ele tron reation and annihilation operators whi h
a t in the redu ed Hilbert spa e (no double o upan y of sites),
e
c+i = c+i (1

ni );e
ci = ci (1

ni )

(9)

where is the spin index and ni;nj are the o upation numbers of the ith
and jth sites. The rst term in eq. (8) des ribes the motion of holes. The
hopping integral tij has the value tR for hole motion along the rungs and
the value t for both the intra- hain n.n. and diagonal hops. The latter
assumption is ru ial for the exa t solvability of the eigenvalue problem in
the one and two hole se tors. Though the model diers from the standard
t J ladder model29;30 ( diagonal ouplings missing in the latter model ), the
spin and harge ex itation spe tra exhibit similar features. For the frustrated
t J ladder, the dispersion relation of the two-hole bound state bran h an
be obtained exa tly and analyti ally. The exa t two-hole ground state is a
bound state with entre of mass momentum wave ve tor K = 0 and d-wave
type symmetry. The ladder exists in the Luther-Emery phase in whi h the
spin ex itation is gapped and the harge ex itation gapless. There is no spinharge separation, a feature asso iated with Luttinger Liquids in whi h both
the spin and harge ex itations are gapless. In the exa t hole eigenstates, the
hole is always a ompanied by a spin- 12 : The hole-hole orrelation fun tion
J;the holes of a bound pair are
an also be al ulated exa tly. When JR
predominantly on the same rung. For lower values of JR ;the holes prefer to be
on n.n. rungs so that energy gain through the delo alization of a hole along a
rung is possible. The novel phenomena exhibited by undoped and doped spin
ladders have motivated a large number of theoreti al studies. Several ladder
ompounds have been dis overed/synthesized to date. Detailed information
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on the theoreti al and experimental investigations may be obtained from two
exhaustive reviews on ladders19;26:

Haldane gap antiferromagnets

We have so far been dis ussing SG systems with half-odd integer spins.
From the Lieb-S hultz-Mattis (LSM)31theorem one an show that the halfodd integer spin HAFM hain has a gapless ex itation spe trum in the
innite hain length limit. The theorem does not extend to integer spin
hains. Haldane32; based on his analysis of the nonlinear model mapping of the large S HAFM Hamiltonian in 1d, onje tured that the HAFM
spin hains with integer spins have a gap in the ex itation spe trum, i.e.,
are SG AFMs. The ground state of an integer spin hain is disordered and
the spin-spin orrelation fun tion has an exponential de ay. Haldane's onje ture has now been veried both theoreti ally and experimentally33: The
spin-1 HAFM Hamiltonian has the same ground state features as the spin-1
Ae k, Kennedy, Lieb, Tasaki (AKLT) Hamiltonian for whi h the so- alled
valen e bond solid (VBS) state is the exa t ground state. Consider a 1d latti e ea h site of whi h is o upied by a spin-1:A spin-1 an be onsidered to
be a symmetri ombination of two spin- 12 's. In the VBS state, ea h spin- 12
omponent of a spin-1 forms a singlet (VB) with a spin- 12 at a neighbouring
site. The AKLT Hamiltonian is a sum over proje tion operators onto spin 2
for su essive pairs of spins , i.e.,
X
H A K LT =

P 2 (Si + Si+ 1)

(10)

i

The presen e of a VB between ea h neighbouring pair of sites implies that the
total spin of ea h pair of spins annot be 2:Thus H A K L T a ting on V B S , the
wave fun tion of the VBS state, gives zero. The eigenvalues of the proje tion
operator being positive, V B S is the ground state of H A K L T with eigenvalue
zero. The VBS state is spin-disordered with an exponentially de aying spinspin orrelation fun tion. One an, however, dene a non-lo al string order
parameter whi h has a non-zero expe tation value in the VBS state34: The
expli it form of the AKLT Hamiltonian is given by
X
H A K LT =
i

1
1
1
(Si:Si+ 1)+ (Si:Si+ 1)2 +
2
6
3

(11)

The ex itation spe trum of H A K L T annot be determined exa tly. Variational
al ulations show the existen e of a gap in the ex itation spe trum. Several
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Haldane gap (HG) AFMs have been dis overed so far. these in lude the S =
1 ompound C sN iC l333;N i(C 2H 8N 2)2N O 2(C lO 4)(N E N P )33;Y2B aN iO 535
and the S = 2 ompound (2;20 bipyridine) tri hloromanganese (III), M nC l3
(bipyridine)36: Experiments arried out on these ompounds show that the
VBS state provides the orre t physi al pi ture for the true ground state33:
The doped spin-1 ompound Y2 x C ax B aN iO 5 provides an example of a
QSL in 1d35:The parent ompound Y2B aN iO 5is a harge transfer insulator
ontaining N i2+ (S = 1) hains. The ground state of the system is spindisordered and the spin ex itation spe trum is separated by the HG from the
ground state. The ompound is doped with holes on repla ing the o- hain
Y 3+ ions by C a2+ ions. The holes mostly appear in oxygen orbitals along
the N iO hains. There is no eviden e of metal-insulator transition but the
d -resistivity dc falls by several orders of magnitude. This indi ates that
the holes are not fully mobile but delo alized over several latti e spa ings.
Inelasti neutron s attering (INS) experiments reveal the existen e of new
states within the HG. Several studies have been arried out so far to explain
the origin of the sub-gap states37:A re ent neutron s attering experiment38
provides eviden e for an in ommensurate double-peaked stru ture fa tor S(q)
for the sub-gap states. The INS intensity is proportional to the stru ture
fa tor. For the pure ompound, the stru ture fa tor S(q); near the gap
energy of 9 mev, has a single peak at the wave ve tor q = indi ative of
AFM orrelations. For the doped ompound, S(q) has an in ommensurate
double-peaked stru ture fa tor, for energy transfer !
3
7 mev, with
the peaks lo ated at q =
q:The shift q is found to have a very weak
dependen e on the impurity on entration x for x in the range x [0:04;0:14]:
Eviden e of in ommensurate peaks has also been obtained in the underdoped
metalli uprates. The peaks are four in number and o ur at (
q; )
and ( ;
q):The ru ial dieren e from the ni kelate ompound is that
q is proportional to the dopant on entration x. The in ommensurability
has been as ribed to inhomogeneous spin and harge ordering in the form of
stripes23:Malvezzi and Dagotto39 have provided an explanation for the origin
of spin in ommensurability in the hole-doped S = 1 ni kelate ompound.
They have shown that a mobile hole generates AFM orrelations between
the spins lo ated on both sides of the hole and this is responsible for the spin
in ommensurability seen in experiments. Xu et al.38 have given a dierent
explanation for the origin of in ommensurability. The holes doped into the
QSL ground state of the S = 1 hain are lo ated on the oxygen orbitals and
arry spin. They indu e an ee tive ferromagneti intera tion between the
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N i spins on both sides. The in ommensurate peaks arise be ause of the spin

density modulations developed around the holes with the size of the droplets
ontrolled by the orrelation length of the QSL. Bose and Chattopadhyay40
have developed a mi ros opi theory of the origin of spin in ommensurability
in keeping with the suggestions of Xu et al.

Quantum
Phase Transitions
A quantum phase transition (QPT) o urs at T = 0 and brings about a

qualitative hange in the ground state of an intera ting many body system at
a spe i value gc of some tuning parameter g:Examples of tuning variables
in lude magneti eld h; pressure and dopant on entration. The origin of
QPTs lies in quantum u tuations just as thermal u tuations drive thermodynami phase transitions. In the ase of se ond order thermodynami
phase transitions, the riti al point is hara terised by s ale invarian e and
a divergent orrelation length. Free energy and the dierent thermodynami
fun tions be ome non-analyti at the riti al temperature T = Tc:The quantum riti al point is also asso iated with s ale invarian e and a divergent
orrelation length with quantum u tuations substituting for thermal u tuations. The ground state energy be omes non-analyti at the riti al value
gc of the tuning parameter. If one of the phases is gapped, the gap goes to
zero in a power-law fashion as g ! gc: Quantum and thermal u tuations
are equally important in the so- alled quantum riti al regime extending into
the nite-T part of the T versus g phase diagram. The ma ros opi physial properties in this regime are in many ases independent of mi ros opi
details. A large number of theoreti al and experimental studies has been
arried out on QPTs in ondensed matter systems41:Here we fo us on a few
spe i examples of QPTs in SG AFMs. Organi spin ladder ompounds
provide ideal testing grounds for theories of QPTs. Consider the phase diagram of the AFM two- hain spin ladder in the presen e of a magneti eld
h:At T = 0 and for 0 < h < hc1 ;the ladder is in the SG phase. At h = hc1 ;
there is a transition to the gapless Luttinger Liquid phase with g B hc1 = ;
where g is the Landé splitting fa tor, B the Bohr magneton and ; the
magnitude of the SG42:At an upper riti al eld hc2 ;there is another transition to the fully polarised ferromagneti state. Both hc1 and hc2 are quantum
riti al points. The ompound (C 5H 12N )2C uB r4 has been identied as a
S = 21 two- hain spin ladder in the strong oupling limit JR = 13:3K and
J = 3:8K with hc1 = 6:6T and hc2 = 14:6T 43: The magnetization data exhibit universal s aling behaviour in the vi inity of hc1 and hc2 ; onsistent
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with theoreti al predi tions. In the gapless regime hc1 < h < hc2 ;the ladder
model an be mapped onto an XXZ hain, the thermodynami properties
of whi h an be al ulated exa tly by the BA. The theoreti ally omputed
magnetization M versus magneti eld h urve is in ex ellent agreement with
the experimental data. Other organi ladder ompounds exhibiting QPTs are
(5IA P )2C uB r4:2H 2O 44 and C u2(C 5H 12N 2)2C l445: For inorgani spin ladder
systems, the value of hc1 is too high to be experimentally a essible. The
synthesis of organi ladder ompounds has paved the way for experimental
observation of QPTs.
Another notable example of experimentally observed QPTs is that of eldindu ed 3d magneti ordering in low-dimensional SG AFMs, K C uC l33 and
T lC uC l34 whi h, as des ribed earlier, onsist of networks of dimers. The
dimer ground state is a singlet for h = 0: The triplet (S = 1) ex itation is
separated from the singlet ground state by an energy gap, :Appli ation of
an external magneti eld h leads to Zeeman splitting of the triplet ex itation
into three omponents: Sz = + 1;0; 1:At a riti al external magneti eld
hc1 ;the lowest triplet omponent be omes energeti ally degenerate with the
ground state. This results in a QPT at h = hc1 to a 3d magneti ally ordered
state. The riti al point h = hc1 separates a gapped QSL state (h < hc1 )from
a eld-indu ed magneti ally ordered state (h > hc1 ):The triplet omponents
an be regarded as diluted bosons and the QPT at h = hc1 an be treated as a
Bose-Einstein ondensation (BEC) of low-lying magnons46:Support for this
idea omes from experimental ndings on T lC uC l3:Re ently, the ex itation
spe trum in the magneti ally ordered state of T lC uC l3 has been determined
using INS47:The observed data are onsistent with the theoreti al predi tion
of a gapless Goldstone mode hara teristi of the BEC.
In the BE ondensed state, the state of ea h dimer is found to be a oherent superposition of the singlet and the Sz = + 1 triplet states. The phase in
the superposition spe ies the orientation of the staggered magnetization in
the plane transverse to the magneti eld dire tion. The number of magnons
in the ondensed state is not, however, innite as magnons annot o upy the
same sites in a spin system due to a hard- ore repulsion between them. The
intera tion restri ts the number of magnons to be large but nite. Re ently,
there is a resurgen e of resear h interest in BEC be ause of its experimental
realization in ultra old gases of dilute atoms. SG AFMs oer another testing ground for theories related to BEC. The denitive eviden e of BEC in
the ompound T lC uC l3 motivates the sear h for ondensation phenomena
in other SG systems.
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Magnetization plateaus

The magnetization urve of a low-d AFM does not always show a smooth
in rease in magnetization, from zero value to saturation, as the magneti eld
is in reased in magnitude. In ertain systems, the urve exhibits plateaus at
ertain rational values of the magnetization per site m :The phenomenon is
analogous to the quantum Hall ee t in whi h ele tri al resistivity exhibits
plateaus as a fun tion of the external magneti eld. Oshikawa, Yamanaka
and Ae k (OYA) derived a ondition for the o urren e of magnetization
plateaus in quasi-1d AFM systems by generalising the LSM theorem to inlude an external magneti eld48:For general spin systems, the quantization
ondition an be written as
SU

mU = integer

(12)

where SU = nS;n being the number of spins of magnitude S in unit period
of the ground state and m U = nm is the magnetization asso iated with the
unit ell. The quantization ondition is ne essary but not su ient as not all
plateaus predi ted by the ondition exist in general. Hida49 rst predi ted
the existen e of a magnetization plateau at m = 16 in the magnetization
urve of a S = 21 AFM hain with period 3 ex hange oupling. One an
readily he k that the quantization ondition (12) is obeyed as in this ase
1
:A gapped phase is essential for
SU = 32 and m U = 21 (n = 3;S = 12 ;m = 6)
the appearan e of a plateau (magnetization un hanging) in the m versus h
urve. More than one plateau an o ur if there is more than one gapped
phase as h is hanged.
High-eld measurements reveal the existen e of magnetization plateaus in
several AFM ompounds. The S = 12 material N H 4C uC l3 exhibits plateaus
at M = 14 and 34 (M = mS )50: The S = 21 SG AFM SrC u2(B O 3)2 is the
rst example of a 2d spin system for whi h magnetization plateaus have
been observed experimentally. The plateaus are obtained for M = 13 ;41 and
1 51
:Momoi and Totsuka52 have suggested that the appearan e of plateaus in
8
SrC u2(B O 3)2 is due to a transition from a superuid to a Mott insulating
state of magneti ex itations. As pointed out earlier, the triplet ex itations
in the SS model, whi h des ribes SrC u2(B O 3)2;are almost lo alized. In the
presen e of a magneti eld and at spe ial values of the magnetization, the
triplet ex itations lo alize into a superlatti e stru ture to minimize energy
so that the magnetization remains onstant. As in the ases of K C uC l3 and
T lC uC l3; the ompound SrC u2(B O 3)2 is a network of oupled dimers. A
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triplet ex itation reated on a dimer an propagate to a neighbouring dimer
due to the inter-dimer ex hange intera tion. The delo alization of triplets is
similar to that of ele trons in rystals. In the presen e of a magneti eld,
the triplet ex itation is split into three omponents with the Sz = + 1 omponent being the lowest in energy. The Sz = + 1 ex itations an be regarded
as bosons with a hard ore repulsion. The repulsive intera tion arises from
the z- omponent of the ex hange intera tion and disallows the o upation of
a single dimer by more than one boson. The xy-part of the ex hange intera tion is responsible for the hopping of the triplet ex itation to neighbouring
dimers. One thus has a system of intera ting bosons in whi h itineran y
ompetes with lo alization. The transition from itineran y to lo alization
is analogous to the Mott metal-insulator transition in ele troni systems. If
repulsive intera tions dominate, the triplet ex itations (bosons) lo alize to
form a superlatti e. A dire t measurement of the magneti superlatti e in
SrC u2(B O 3)2 has been made by Kodama et al.52 using a high-eld NMR
fa ility. The superlatti e orresponds to M = 18 whi h requires a high magneti eld strength of 27 T for its observation. Superlatti e stru tures for
higher M values have not been dete ted as yet be ause of the requirement
of very high magneti elds.

Summary and Future Outlook

SG AFMs exhibit a variety of novel phenomena the observation and interpretation of whi h have been possible due to the intimate links between
theory and experiments. Rigorous theories and exa tly solvable models have
predi ted phenomena whi h were later veried experimentally. Quantum
magnetism is one of the few resea h areas in whi h rigorous theories go hand
in hand with experimental initiatives. We have illustrated this interdependen e through a few hosen examples. The MG model illustrates the origin
of SG due to the presen e of further-neighbour intera tions. The SS and
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5 models extend the 1d model to 2d: Experimental
realization of the SS model be ame a reality about twenty years after the
original theoreti al proposal was made. The AKLT model provides the orre t physi al pi ture of the grounds states of integer spin hains. Knowledge
of the ground state has given rise to testable predi tions whi h were later
veried experimentally. Spin ladders were originally studied as toy models
of strongly orrelated systems. Theories of undoped and doped ladder models motivated the sear h for real materials whi h led to su ess in several
instan es. The OYA theorem provides the ondition for the existen e of
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magnetization plateaus whi h is in agreement with experimental results. SG
AFMs further exhibit novel quantum phenomena whi h illustrate how quantum ee ts inuen e ground and ex ited state properties. We have dis ussed
only a few of these in the present review. Two SG AFM systems we have
not des ribed in lude the ompounds C aV4o954 and the tellurate materials
C u2T e2O 5X 5(X = C lor B r)55:The rst ompound is dened on a 15 -depleted
square latti e whi h is a network of four-spin plaquettes onne ted by single
links (dimer bonds). Ea h square plaquette is in a resonating valen e bond
(RVB) spin onguration in the ground state. In this ase, the RVB state
is a linear superposition of two VB ongurations. In one onguration,
the VBs (singlets) o upy the horizontal links of the square plaquette. In
the other onguration, the VBs o upy the verti al links. More generally, a
RVB state is a oherent linear superposition of VB states and is a well-known
example of a QSL. The tellurate materials an be des ribed as networks of
spin tetrahedra. In both C aV4O 9 and the tellurate materials, the existen e
of singlet ex itations in the spin gap has been reported as in the ase of the
kagomé latti e HAFM.
The QPTs onsidered in this review are brought about by tuning magneti
eld strengths. QPTs an also o ur by the tuning of ex hange intera tion
strengths. In the ase of the frustrated two- hain spin ladder model des ribed earlier, a rst order QPT takes pla e at JJR = JJR c ’ 1:401 from the
rung dimer state to the Haldane phase of the S = 1 hain22: Kolezhuk and
Mikeska56 have onstru ted generalised S = 21 two- hain ladder models with
two-spin and four-spin ex hange ouplings for whi h the ground state an
be determined exa tly. QPTs to the various phases are obtained by varying
the ex hange intera tion strengths. A latti e of oupled two- hain ladders
provides another example of a QPT whi h is brought about by tuning the
inter-ladder ex hange intera tion strength 41: For < c; the spin latti e
is in the SG phase. At = c;a QPT to a long range magneti ally ordered
state o urs. Most of the spin models onsidered in this review exhibit QPTs
at spe i values of the ex hange intera tion strengths. One might think
that experimental observation of su h QPTs is not possible as ex hange intera tion strengths annot be hanged at will. There is now reason to believe
that ex hange intera tion strengths an be ontrolled. Re ent observations57
of the superuid to Mott insulator transition in a system of ultra old atoms
dened in an opti al latti e open up the ex iting possibility of investigating
phenomena asso iated with intera ting many body systems in a ontrollable
environment. The opti al latti e is generated as a light-wave interferen e
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pattern using several riss- rossing laser beams. The latti e is equivalent to
an energy lands ape of mountains and valleys whi h an provide the onning potential to trap individual atoms in separate valleys. Proposals for
the implementation of spin Hamiltonians in opti al latti es have been put
forward with the aim to study the exoti quantum phases of intera ting spin
systems58: The ex hange intera tion between spins belonging to atoms in
neighbouring valleys an be modied by ontrolling the intensity, frequen y
and polarization of the trapping light. Spin Hamiltonians of interest an
be engineered through the designing of appropriate opti al latti e geometries. Pra ti al implementation of some of these ideas may be possible in
the not too distant future. Spin systems have re ently been suggested as
andidates for the realization of quantum omputation and ommuni ation
proto ols59:The spin systems onsidered so far in lude some SG AFMs like
the MG and HG hains, the two- hain spin ladder et .60:Again, one anti ipates intense resear h a tivity in the oming years on su h problems. To
sum up, the ri hness and vitality of the subje t of SG AFMs are evident in
the hallenging problems of urrent resear h interest and also in the opening
up of new avenues of resear h.
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Figure Captions
1. Five types of intera tion in the J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 model. The su essive intera tions are n.n., diagonal, n.n.n., knight's-move-distan e-away
and further-neighbour-diagonal.
2. Four olumnar dimer states. The dotted line represents a valen e bond,
i.e., a singlet spin onguration.
3. The Shastry-Sutherland model. The n.n. and diagonal ex hange intera tion strengths are J1and J2 respe tively.
4. A two- hain spin ladder.

